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The TFX 5.1 package comprises 4xTFX satellite speakers, 1xTFX centre speakers and 1xTFX subwoofer. 
The TFX satellite and centre channel speakers feature the latest development in Tannoy’s WideBand 
technology with a tweeter that extends its response to over 70kHz. With new surround sound formats 
delivering frequencies of up to 48kHz, the TFX system is capable of capturing the uppermost harmonic 
detail of every effect for an incredibly lifelike cinematic experience. Fine details are crafted with precision 
and texture, and mid-band compression is eliminated to reveal an open and spacious soundstage – just 
how the director intended.
 
The TFX subwoofer builds on the success and strengths of the award winning SFX model, underpinning the 
new Wideband TFX satellites with fast and deep bass. Inside the substantially built cabinet is a powerful 
built-in amplifier and a 200mm (8.00”) long-throw driver, all controlled by sophisticated electronics within 
the unit. The TFX subwoofer is equally well equipped for both music and movies and offers a flexible range 
of connection options including RCA line level and speaker level signal inputs.
 
TFX 5.1 is supplied with convenient wall-mounting brackets for the four satellite loudspeakers. The centre-
channel TFX speaker and, if convenient, the TFX satellites can be placed on any suitably firm surface. 
Dedicated loudspeaker cable is supplied in a single length to be cut to size depending on the distance 
between your home cinema equipment and each of the speakers.
 
TFX satellites
The TFX satellite and centre channel speakers feature the latest development in Tannoy’s WideBand 
technology with a tweeter that extends its response to over 70kHz. With new surround sound formats 
delivering frequencies of up to 48kHz, the TFX system is capable of capturing the uppermost harmonic 
detail of every effect for an incredibly lifelike cinematic experience. Fine details are crafted with precision 
and texture, and mid-band compression is eliminated to reveal an open and spacious soundstage – just 
how the director intended.
 
Each cabinet is made from an advanced polymer chosen to best damp the enclosure while revised bracing 
delivers tighter mid-range punch. TFX satellites have been developed to communicate speed, impact and 
clarity while the TFX centre has been further tuned to convey the most accurate and intelligible dialogue.
 
The curved rear profile of each TFX satellite speaker has been meticulously calculated and streamlined to 
eliminate internal standing waves to offer outstanding clarity and definition. The enhanced polymer 
cabinets deliver a tight, fast midrange response that allows movie soundtracks and music to soar into the 
room. The TFX centre channel speaker has been further fine-tuned to convey the most accurate and 
articulate dialogue. From a pin-drop to a shattering explosion of glass, TFX delivers effortless and 
immersive sound just how the director intended.
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TANNOY TFX 5.1 black

Šifra: 1039
Kategorija prozivoda: Surround Zvučnici
Proizvođač: Tannoy

Cena: 59.880,00  rsd
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Specifications
 
TFX 5.1 Centre & Satellites
PERFORMANCE
Recommended amplifier power 15 – 100 W
Sensitivity (2.83 Volts @ 1m) 85 dB
Nominal impedance 6 ohms
Frequency response (-6 dB) 140 Hz - 78 kHz

Drivers
HF: 15 mm (0.6”) titanium dome, neodymium 
magnet system LF: 75 mm (3”) multi-fibre paper 
cone

Crossover frequency (LF to HF) 2.9 kHz
Magnetic shielding Yes
Satellite weight 0.8 kg (1.9 lbs)
Satellite dimensions (H x W x D) 130.9 x 95.9 x 100 mm (5.2 x 3.8 x 3.9”)
Centre weight 1.5 kg (3.3 lbs)
Centre dimensions (H x W x D) 95.9 x 260.3 x 100 mm (3.8 x 10.3 x 3.9”)
Finish Gloss Black, Gloss White
 
 
TFX 5.1 Subwoofer
PERFORMANCE
Power output 100 W
Frequency response (-6 dB) 45 Hz - 140 Hz
Driver 200 mm (8”) paper cone
Inputs 140 Hz - 78 kHz
Drivers Twin phono line level or speaker level
Power requirements 120 VA max

Fuse ratings AC 100 - 120 V / 60 Hz - Fuse: T1.6A L / 250 V
AC 220 - 240 V / 50 Hz - Fuse: T800mA L / 250 V

Additional features ON / OFF/ AUTO power function
Weight 9.0 kg (20.0 lbs)
Dimensions H x W x D 345 x 250 x 370 mm (13.6 x 9.8 x 14.6”)
Finish Black, White
 
Tannoy TFX review

Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.
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